About Quantum Grip
Occupational Therapist Patrick Pinkart developed
Quantum Grip to enable him to play golf again after
a spinal cord injury affected his hand strength. For
years, as a therapist treating hand injuries and
stroke survivors, he recognized that many people
would benefit from this equipment.
The patented Quantum Grip glove and grip system
is the solution for golfers with arthritis or other
grip-strength challenges. Simple and extremely
effective, it easy to use and looks like any typical golf
grip and glove. Grips install on golfers’ existing clubs!

People are talking about
Quantum Grip!
"You have a great product that can improve the lives of
many people. Not many golf products
can say that!"
Richard Massey,
The Golf Agency
San Luis Obispo, CA

“I had trouble with the club slipping in my hands. With
Quantum Grip it did not slip and I hit ‘em straight, so
I’m very pleased!”
Dick Wishner, Golfer with arthritis of the hands

"As a club-fitter/builder, I've been trying to fill this void
for over 30 years. The Quantum Grip is IT when it
comes to players that have arthritis or pain when gripping a golf club. It's also a great training aid
for ALL players!"

“Possibilities In The Palm

Of Your Hand”

Golf Gripping
and
Training Aid

Dave Schimandle, Owner / SLICKSTIX

“I really just wanted to play golf again. Now I can help
others do that, too. It’s just the best I could hope for!”
Patrick Pinkart, OT/L, owner
“Finally, I have
something I can give to
my customers who need
help holding the
club that will
actually work!”
Dave Schimandle,
SLICKSTIX
Custom Clubs

At Quantum Grip, it is our passion to bring quality
of life, and the joy of golf back to players again after
injury or when strength loss happens!

Please see website to order, get more
information & see action photos & videos

www.QuantumGrip.com

"Quantum Grip is ideal for my patients with
arthritis, hand weakness or limited range of
motion, but want to be able to play golf.”
David Montalvo, OTR/L, PTA, Hand Therapy
Rehabilitation Specialist

“What I like about it is the simplicity and how
effective it is, especially for folks like me
recovering from a stroke. I couldn’t play without it.”
John Riekewald, Stroke survivor

"Before my stroke, I played a lot of golf. With my
Quantum Grip, now I can go out and hit
some balls again!"
Rose Marie Bailey, Stroke survivor

"It was amazing. I felt my swing
stabilize immediately!”
Juno Smit, master one-arm golfer!

“Practicing with this will help you fix your slice.”

Billy Gibbs, PGA Pro, Avila Beach Golf Resort. Co-Host
ESPN Golf-Talk Radio, The First Tee Program Director.

“I can finally relax my hands and wrists. This will
revolutionize teaching, and it will bring many
older players back to the game!"
Jim DeLaby III, PGA Pro,
SCPGA Northern Chapter
Teacher & Club Fitter of the Year

Call: 805-549-0495
Toll Free: 855-MY-BEST-GRIP
(855-692-3784)
Email: info@QuantumGrip.com

www.QuantumGrip.com

“This is the best product I’ve ever seen. This product not
only improves golfers games, it improves their lives!”

“It frees me up to swing because I don’t have to put so
much effort into gripping the club. I can
relax my hand.”

“When I first tried this, I said, 'Oh my gosh, I can
finally feel what they call 'the lag' in the swing!’”

Bobby Golden, wounded Iraq vet, Operation Comfort,
Wounded Warrior Project

Jim DeLaby, PGA Pro, SCPGA Northern Chapter Teacher
and Club Fitter of the Year

Training Aid
Learn proper grip position and grip pressure

Gripping Aid
Billy Gibbs, PGA Pro. Avila Beach Golf Resort., Co-Host
ESPN Golf-Talk Radio, The First Tee Program Director.

Two styles available: One or two-hand use .

Develop muscle memory quickly

Maximize comfort, control and confidence

Increase club head speed

Eliminate club slippage

Learn to keep the club face square at impact

Maximize gripping power

Learn to feel the lag in your swing

Greatly reduce shock in hands and arms

Master control of the club
Learn to release and snap the club head through
impact
Golf Pros — increase your client base!

The solution for golfers with arthritis, hand, or
arm pain when gripping

Dramatically improve play in cold or wet
weather

We are proud to partner with hospitals
and rehabilitation clinics,
Wounded Warrior Projects,
First Tee Clinics, and other non-profits.

New players, men and women alike, students,
and seniors benefit from a proper and secure grip

